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INTRODUCTION

Human RNA helicase II/Gua (RH-II/Gua or Deadbox

protein 21) is a multifunctional enzyme that unwinds dou-

ble-stranded RNA in the 50 to 30 direction and folds single-

stranded RNA in an ATP-dependent manner.1–5 These

RNA-unwinding and RNA-folding activities are independ-

ent, and they reside in distinct regions of the protein. The

RNA helicase activity is catalyzed by the N-terminal three-

quarters of the molecule in the presence of Mg21, where as

the RNA-foldase activity is located in the C-terminal region

and functions in a Mg21 independent manner.2 As shown

in Figure 1(A), RH-II/Gua consists of three conserved

structural domains: the DEAD box helicase domain (DEAD

domain, Pfam code: PF00270), the helicase conserved C-ter-

minal domain (Helicase_C domain, Pfam code: PF00271),

and the GUCT (NUC152) domain (Gu C-terminal domain,

Pfam code: PF08152) according to the Pfam HMM algo-

rithm (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Software/Pfam/). The struc-

tures of the DEAD and Helicase_C domains are known

(e.g., PDB codes: 1T6N,6 1VEC DOI: 10.2210/pdb1vec/pdb,

and 3B6E DOI: 10.2210/pdb3b6e/pdb). These domains play

critical roles in the RNA-helicase activity of RH-II/Gua.2,5

In contrast, the structure of the GUCT domain has not

been solved. The GUCT domain is followed by three

FRGQR repeats and one PRGQR sequence, which are sepa-

rated by five amino acid residues. The �70 residue C-termi-
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ABSTRACT

Human RNA helicase II/Gua (RH-II/Gua) and RNA helicase

II/Gub (RH-II/Gub) are paralogues that share the same

domain structure, consisting of the DEAD box helicase

domain (DEAD), the helicase conserved C-terminal domain

(helicase_C), and the GUCT domain. The N-terminal regions

of the RH-II/Gu proteins, including the DEAD domain and

the helicase_C domain, unwind double-stranded RNAs. The

C-terminal tail of RH-II/Gua, which follows the GUCT do-

main, folds a single RNA strand, while that of RH-II/Gub
does not, and the GUCT domain is not essential for either

the RNA helicase or foldase activity. Thus, little is known

about the GUCT domain. In this study, we have deter-

mined the solution structure of the RH-II/Gub GUCT do-

main. Structural calculations using NOE-based distance

restraints and residual dipolar coupling-based angular

restraints yielded a well-defined structure with b-a-a-b-b-a-
b topology in the region for K585-A659, while the Pfam

HMM algorithm defined the GUCT domain as G571-E666.

This structure-based domain boundary revealed false posi-

tives in the sequence homologue search using the HMM

definition. A structural homology search revealed that the

GUCT domain has the RRM fold, which is typically found

in RNA-interacting proteins. However, it lacks the surface-

exposed aromatic residues and basic residues on the b-sheet
that are important for the RNA recognition in the canoni-

cal RRM domains. In addition, the overall surface of the

GUCT domain is fairly acidic, and thus the GUCT domain

is unlikely to interact with RNA molecules. Instead, it may

interact with proteins via its hydrophobic surface around

the surface-exposed tryptophan.
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nal region, including these repeats, is necessary for the

RNA-foldase activity, where as the GUCT domain is not,

as demonstrated by mutagenesis studies.1,2 Thus, the

functional role of the GUCT domain in this bifunctional

enzyme, RH-II/Gua, remains unclear.

Recently, a paralogue of RH-II/Gua, referred to as

RH-II/Gub and encoded by the human DDX50 gene, has

been identified.7,8 Both proteins localize to nucleoli, sug-

gesting roles in ribosomal RNA production, but RH-II/

Gub also localizes to nuclear speckles containing the

Figure 1
Comparative paralogues of human RH-II/Gu. A: Comparison of the domain structures between RH-II/Gua and RH-II/Gub. The regions shown in
blue, green, and red, respectively, correspond to the DEAD domain (Pfam code: PF00270), the helicase conserved C-terminal domain (Helicase_C,

Pfam code: PF00270), and the GUCT domain (Pfam code: PF08152), according to the prediction by the Pfam HMM definition. B: Sequence

comparison between the human RH-II/Gua and RH-II/Gub GUCT domains. The rectangular bars and arrows represent the a-helices and b-strands,
conformed to the present NMR structure of the RH-II/Gub GUCT domain. C: Dendrogram of the UniProt entries found by the homologue search

using the Pfam HMM profile for the GUCT domain. The human RH-II/Gua and RH-II/Gub GUCT domains are highlighted in blue.
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splicing factor SC35, suggesting its possible involvement

in pre-mRNA splicing.8 These paralogues share a similar

domain structure constituted by the DEAD domain, the

Helicase_C domain, and the GUCT domain [Fig. 1(A)].

The overall sequence identity is 55.6%, and those for the

DEAD domain, the Helicase_C domain, and the GUCT

domain are 76.1%, 87.0%, and 48.5%, respectively [Fig.

1(B)]. Remarkably, the characteristic (F/P)RGQR repeats

in the C-terminal tail of RH-II/Gua are replaced by an

arginine-serine-rich sequence in the C-terminal tail of

RH-II/Gub. As predicted from the sequence comparison,

in vitro assays demonstrated that RH-II/Gub has RNA-

unwinding activity, although it is weaker than that of

RH-II/Gua, but no RNA-folding activity.8

A sequence homologue search in the uniprot database

(http://www.pir.uniprot.org/) revealed that the GUCT do-

main is unique to the eukaryotic RH-II/Gu proteins. A

classification analysis using CLUSTAL W9 established

three primitive classes in the sequence space, with the

RH-II/Gua GUCT domain mapped relatively distant

from the RH-IIb GUCT domain in one of the classes

[Fig. 1(C)].

Little is known about the structural and functional

aspects of the GUCT domain, which was only defined by

the characteristic sequence pattern detected by the Pfam

HMM algorithm. In this study, we have determined the

solution structure of the human RH-II/Gub GUCT do-

main using NOE-based distance restraints and residual

dipolar coupling-based angular restraints, which allowed

redefinition of the boundary of the GUCT domain with

the structured region. The present structure provides in-

formation about homologue classification as well as a

possible functional role.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Construct design, expression, and
purification

The DNA encoding the human DDX50 gene was

subcloned by PCR from the human cDNA clone locus

NM_024045 (UltimateTM ORF Clones, Invitrogen, ID:

IOH4504). The regions between G571-K660, G571-Y667,

G557-K660, G557-Y667, T589-V657, T589-A659, F587-

A659, F575-V657, and F575-A659 were each cloned into

the expression vector pCR2.1 (Invitrogen), as fusions

with an N-terminal His6 affinity tag and a tobacco etch

virus (TEV) protease cleavage site. The actual constructs

contain seven extra residues (GSSGSSG) after the TEV-

cleavage site that is derived from the PCR linker regions.

The obtained PCR fragments were directly used as tem-

plates for cell-free protein synthesis using 15N-labeled

amino acids for the 1H-15N HSQC screening test.

The DNA fragment encoding the screened construct,

F575-A659, was incorporated into a plasmid and used in

the cell-free protein synthesis system with 13C/15N-labeled

amino acids, with subsequent protein purification as

described elsewhere.10 The purified protein was concen-

trated to 0.6 mM in 20 mM d11-Tris–HCl buffer (pH

7.0) containing 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM 1,4-DL-dithiothre-

itol-d10 (d10-DTT), 10%
2H2O, and 0.02% NaN3.

NMR spectroscopy

All spectra were recorded on Bruker Avance 600 and

800 spectrometers at 298 K, unless otherwise mentioned.

As described previously, resonance assignments were

carried out using a conventional set of triple resonance

spectra.10 Interproton distance restraints were obtained

from 15N- and 13C-edited NOESY spectra recorded with

a mixing time of 80 ms. All spectra were processed using

NMRPipe,11 and the programs KUJIRA12 and

NMRView13 were used for optimal visualization and

spectral analyses. Complete resonance assignments have

been deposited in the BioMagResBank (accession code:

10213).

RDC measurements

An aliquot of a Pf1 phage pellet, purchased from

ASLA Biotech (Latvia), was washed with water through

repeated ultracentrifugation steps at 90,000 rpm

(450,000g) and 48C for 90 min, using a Hitachi himac

CS120GX ultracentrifuge with an S100AT5 angle rotor.

The pellet was then suspended in, approximately, twice

the volume of 30 mM d-Tris–HCl buffer (pH 7.0) con-

taining 150 mM NaCl, 1.5 mM d10-DTT, and 15% 2H2O.

The suspension was mixed with a freshly prepared
13C/15N-labeled protein solution in the same buffer used

for the structural calculation with estimated Pf1 phage

and protein concentrations of �10 mg/mL and �0.4

mM, respectively. This protein-liquid crystal sample

showed �8.5 Hz 2H2O quadrupole splitting at 258C,
which is indicative of �9 mg/mL Pf1 concentration.14

Two-dimensional 1H-15N IPAP HSQC spectra15 with

2.48 Hz/point in the indirect dimension and three-

dimensional HNCO spectra16 with 16.50 Hz/point in the

carbon dimension were recorded to yield a set of HN-N

and Ca-C’ residual dipolar couplings.

Restraint generation and
structure calculation

Automated NOE cross-peak assignments17 and struc-

ture calculations with torsion angle dynamics18 were per-

formed using the program CYANA 2.2,19 which included

a module for the incorporation of RDC restraints into

the torsion angle dynamics calculations (K. Pääkkönen

and P. Güntert, unpublished results). Dihedral angle

restraints were obtained from TALOS20 and applied dur-

ing the structure calculations. The axial and rhombic

components of the alignment tensor of the protein in the

protein-liquid crystal sample were initially determined
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from the measured HN-N and Ca-C’ residual dipolar

coupling values using the histogram method21,22 and

subsequently refined iteratively using SVD fitting to pre-

liminary structures.23 The orientation of the dipole ten-

sor was represented in the structure calculations by a ten-

sor ‘‘molecule’’ that was rotating according to the forces

generated from violated residual dipolar coupling

restraints.24 The disordered tail residues were excluded

from the analysis. From the total of 147 measured RDCs,

65 1H-15N RDCs, and 64 Ca-C’ RDCs were used in the

calculations. The 20 conformers with the lowest CYANA

target function values of the 100 calculated conformers

were selected.

Energy refinement of the NMR structure

The 20 final CYANA conformers with the lowest target

function values were subjected to restrained energy mini-

mization in explicit solvent, using the program

OPALp25,26 with the AMBER force field.27 The resulting

20 energy-minimized CYANA conformers that represent

the solution structure of the GUCT domain from human

RH-II/Gub were evaluated with PROCHECK-NMR28

and deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB code:

2E29).

RESULTS

Construct design

Because little was known about the GUCT domain, we

first examined the structural properties of multiple con-

structs that were designed based on the Pfam HMM

algorithm. Figure 1(B) shows the sequences of the GUCT

domains from human RH-II/Gua and RH-II/Gub with

the Pfam definition, i.e., RH-II/Gua G620-G716 and

RH-II/Gub G571-E666. Accordingly, we cloned and puri-

fied multiple RH-II/Gub constructs encoding G571-

K660, G571-Y667, G557-K660, G557-Y667, T589-V657,

T589-A659, F587-A659, F575-V657, and F575-A659 and

applied them to the 2D 1H-15N HSQC screening tests.

Each of these constructs was synthesized using the same

amount of the source reagents in the standardized cell-

free system, which was incorporated within the high-

throughput NMR pipeline system. The two-dimensional
1H-15N HSQC spectra reflect the construct’s behavior,

such as protein expression efficiency, protein solubility,

protein foldability, and protein stability. All these HSQC

spectra are presented in Supplementary Figure S1. The

constructs G557-K660, T589-V657, and T589-A659

generated significant amounts of precipitates and poor

Figure 2
A 1H-15N HSQC spectrum of the human RH-II/Gub GUCT domain (F575-A659). Red signals represent folded peaks due to a narrow spectrum

width. Peaks marked with * are signals from the residues in the artificial tags of the construct.
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NMR signals. The constructs G571-K660, G571-Y667,

and G557-Y667 showed well-separated, but partially line-

broadened HSQC spectra, whereas F587-A659, F575-

V657, and F575-A659 showed better 1H-15N HSQC spec-

tra with reasonable line widths. We chose the longest of

the three good constructs, F575-A659, for the subsequent

structural study. Figure 2 shows a 1H-15N HSQC spec-

trum of this construct with resonance assignments.

Structural determination by NMR

The standardized NMR data analyses and structural

calculations, using the programs KUJIRA12 and

CYANA,19 accomplished 92% complete assignments for

all nonlabile and backbone amide 1H chemical shifts,

excluding the artificial tail region, and assignments for

99.5% of the NOE peaks, which yielded 1321 meaningful

NOE distance restraints. The 20 structures calculated

with CYANA were well defined for the residues from

K585 to A659, and we calculated 1H-15N and Ca-C’
RDC values for this ordered region using PALES.29 Fig-

ure 3 shows a comparison between the calculated RDC

values and the experimental RDC values. These RDC

datasets correlated with Pearson correlation coefficients

of r 5 0.76 (n 5 65, P < 0.0001) for the 1H-15N RDC

set and r 5 0.89 (n 5 64, P < 0.0001) for the Ca-C’
RDC set.

Figure 3
RDC study of the RH-II/Gub GUCT domain. The two panels on the left show the superposition of the backbone HN-N (A) and the Ca-C’ (B).
RDC profiles obtained experimentally (black), those calculated from the NOE-based model (red), and those calculated from the NOE-RDC-refined

model (green). RDC calculations from the structural models were performed using the program PALES.29 Cyan and magenta bars represent a-
helices and b-strands, respectively. The two panels on the right show the RDC correlations for the HN-N dipoles (C) and the Ca-C’ dipoles (D)
between the experimental values and those calculated from the NOE-based model (red) as well as those from the NOE-RDC-refined model (green).
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Subsequently, we refined the NOE-based NMR struc-

ture by incorporating the experimental RDCs as

restraints into the combined automated NOE assignment

and structural calculation with CYANA, which yielded

assignments for 99.7% of the NOE peaks and 1314

meaningful NOE distance restraints. This RDC-refined

structure showed excellent agreement with the experi-

mental RDC datasets (see Fig. 3); the Pearson correlation

coefficients for the 1H-15N and CA-C’ RDC datasets were

r 5 0.99 and r 5 0.98, respectively. We further refined

the structure by restrained energy minimization in

explicit solvent using OPALp.25,26 The resultant struc-

tures maintained excellent agreement with the experi-

mental RDC datasets (see Fig. 3); the Pearson correlation

coefficients for the 1H-15N and Ca-C’ datasets were r 5
0.94 and r 5 0.97, respectively. The statistics for the

structural calculations are summarized in Table I.

Structure of the GUCT domain

The solution structure of the human RH-II/Gub
GUCT domain construct, F575-A659, displays a disor-

dered N-terminal region (F575-D584) with an artificial

cloning tag and a well-converged region (K585-A659)

with b-a-a-b-b-a-b topology (see Fig. 4). NOE peaks

were not detected between the N-terminal disordered

region and the folded region, suggesting that the bound-

ary for the GUCT domain can be defined based on this

folded region. The present structure revealed that the first

b-strand starts with F587, which is consistent with the
1H-15N HSQC-screening result, where the construct

F587-A659 showed a good number of HSQC peaks (Sup-

plementary Fig. S1). In remarkable contrast, the con-

struct T589-A659 showed poor signals due to sample

precipitation, suggesting that the presence of the N-ter-

minal two residues of the first b-strand is critical for the

stability of the GUCT domain. Thus, we experimentally

defined the domain boundary for the GUCT domain as

K585-A659.

The GUCT domain displays a fairy acidic surface, par-

ticularly on the b-sheet face [Fig. 4(C)]. As discussed

later, this acidic feature would be relevant to its func-

tional role.

The structural neighbors of the
GUCT domain

The present structure (see Fig. 4) is the first tertiary

structure determined for the GUCT domain. A structural

homologue search with the presently determined coordi-

nates for K585-A659 in the PDB, using the Dali server

(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/dali/), detected 28 entries with Z-

scores above 5.0, most of which are typical RRM domain

family members. RRM stands for RNA recognition motif,

which is also known as the RBD or RNP domain. Table

II lists the hits with high Z-scores (above 5.6).

DISCUSSION

Updated domain boundary for
the GUCT domain

The GUCT domain is found in the C terminal part of

the RNA helicase II/Gu protein family members [Fig.

1(A)], and that of the human RH-II/Gub protein was

defined as G571-E666 by the Pfam HMM algorithm. In

this study, we have determined the solution structure of

this GUCT domain and found that only the region

K585-A659 is well defined. Thus, we propose a new do-

main boundary for the GUCT domain with this structur-

ally converged region. Using this new definition, we per-

formed PSI- and PHI-BLAST searches against the Uni-

Prot database with an E-value cutoff of 0.1, which

yielded 40 nonredundant entries. On the other hand,

another BLAST search using the Pfam HMM definition

for the GUCT domain, G571-E666, yielded 47 non-

redundant entries. The difference in the number

of detected entries can be attributed to the difference

in the domain boundary definition. As summarized in

Figure 5(A), seven entries (RH3_ORYSJ, RH3_ARATH,

Table I
NMR Restraints and Structure Calculation Statistics

Quantity Value

NOE distance restraints
Total 1314
Shortrange (|i 2 j| � 1) 665
Mediumrange (1 < |i 2 j| < 5) 181
Longrange (|i 2 j| � 5) 468
Maximal violation (�) 0.11

Torsion angle restraints
/ 48
w 48
Maximal violation (8) 0.53

RDC restraintsa

Average correlation 0.983 � 0.0005
Average Q 0.183 � 0.003
Average axial component value 25.81 � 0.02
Average rhombicity value 0.185 � 0.003
Maximum violation (Hz) 0.91 � 0.06

CYANA target function value (�2) 0.16 � 0.01
AMBER energies (kcal/mol)

Total 23114 � 96
van der Waals 2243 � 9
Electrostatic 23472 � 195

Ramachandran plot (%)b

Residues in most favored regions 89.6
Residues in additional allowed regions 9.9
Residues in generously allowed regions 0.5
Residues in disallowed regions 0.0

RMSD from the averaged coordinates (�)b

Backbone atoms 0.38
Heavy atoms 0.78

Where applicable, the values given correspond to the average and standard devia-

tion over the 20 conformers that represent the solution structure.
aComputed before energy refinement.
bFor residues G586-A659.
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Figure 4
Solution structure of the human RH-II/Gub GUCT domain. A: The stereoview shows the backbone structure of the region between K585 and

A659. The 20 lowest-energy conformers were superimposed by fitting the backbone heavy atoms in this region. B: Ribbon representation of the

minimized average structure of the GUCT domain, K585-A659. The secondary structural elements and the N- and C-termini are labeled.

C: Electrostatic potential surface of the structured region (K585-A659) of the GUCT domain. The electrostatic potential distribution was calculated

using GRASP,30 and the negative and positive potential values (from 25.0 to 5.0 kT/e) are shown in red and blue, respectively. The left panel is

drawn with the same view angle as those used in the panels A and B.
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Table II
Structural Homologues of the Human RH-II/Gub GUCT Domain

Protein name PDB ID Chain Pfam entry name Z-scorea No. of residuesb RMSDc

Aspartokinase 2HMF A ACT 6.9 73 2.8
Ribonuclease P protein component 2 2AV5 A RNase_P_Rpp14 6.5 73 2.7
Nonsense transcripts 3B 1UW4 A MIF4G 6.3 64 2.1
Conserved hypothetical protein 2FPH X null 6.1 68 2.5
Lupus La protein 1S79 A RRM_1 5.9 68 2.7
ATP-dependent RNA helicase dbpA 2G0C A RRM_1 5.9 66 2.9
Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A1 1HA1 A RRM_1 5.9 66 2.5
Conserved hypothetical protein 2F06 A ACT 5.8 67 2.6
Thiamine biosynthesis protein thiI 2C5S A THUMP 5.8 67 2.6
Nuclear cap-binding protein subunit 2 1H6K Z RRM_1 5.8 65 2.5
CG18350-PI 1B7F A RRM_1 5.7 67 2.7
Nucleolin (protein C23) 1FJ7 A RRM_1 5.6 70 2.7

aZ-score computed by the dali server.
bNumber of residues in the structural alignment computed in the Dali search.
cPositional root mean square deviation of superimposed Ca atoms in Ångstroms, based on the dali search.

Figure 5
Sequence homologue search of the RHII/Gub GUCT domain in the UniProt database. A: Venn diagram, representing the number of entries, was found

by a PSI-BLAST search using the query of the GUCT domain region (G571-E666), as defined by the Pfam HMM profile and that using the query of the

structured region (K585-A659). Redundant sequences were excluded. B: Alignment of the RHII/Gub GUCT domain sequence and those of the entries

that were found only when the Pfam HMM domain boundary definition was used. The structured region in the GUCT domain is highlighted in red.
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A5C4J0_VITVI, Q019E9_OSTTA, Q1J0S9_DEIGD,

Q2HUZ8_MEDTR, and Q6L724_HORVU) were found

only in the search with the longer domain boundary defi-

nition. They all belong to one of the three primitive

classes in the GUCT domain phylogenic tree [Fig. 1(C)].

Figure 5(B) shows the sequence comparison for these

entries with respect to the RH-II/Gub GUCT sequence.

Interestingly, they share high sequence similarity in the

linker regions outside of the structurally converged part

and low similarity in the structured region. Therefore,

these entries are potentially false positives detected by

using the longer domain boundary definition.

Structural homologue search

Because this is the first structural report of the GUCT

domain, it is intriguing to examine the uniqueness of

this protein fold. The structural homologue search using

the Dali server provided a dozen hits with Z-scores above

5.0. As shown in Table II, a region of a threonine sensi-

tive aspartokinase from Methanococcus jannaschii (PDB

code: 2HMF),31 referred to as the ACT domain in the

Pfam definition, showed the best match with the present

GUCT structure with the highest Z-score of 6.9. The

ACT domain has the b-a-b-b-a-b topology and is pro-

posed to be a conserved regulatory ligand-binding fold,

which is found in a wide range of metabolic enzymes

that are regulated by particular amino acids.32 The

aspartokinase consists of two ACT domains with an

irregular orientation of the b-strand: the first domain

consists of A319-K402, while the second domain is

formed with residues S307-V318 and D403-K470 as

shown in Figure 6. Although both of the ACT domains

and the GUCT domain have a similar topology of the ar-

omatic residues in the hydrophobic core, such an irregu-

lar orientation of the secondary structure may imply a

distant evolutional relationship of these domains.

The majority of the structural homologues detected in

the Dali search, including RNase_P_Rpp14,33 MIF4G,34

and THUMP35 are known members of the RRM-domain

family. Figure 7(A,B) shows the structural comparison

between the GUCT domain and the RRM domain from

nucleolin36 (Z-score 5.6). The backbone traces of the

RRM domain and the GUCT domain resemble well with

deviations mainly around the last helix-loop-strand

region. A comparison of the side-chain topology, how-

ever, revealed significant differences in the packing geom-

etry of the aromatic side-chains that form the hydropho-

bic core. As shown in the sequence comparison between

the GUCT domain and the canonical RRM_1 domain

family members, the conservation of the aromatic resi-

dues is low [Fig. 7(C)]. Thus, the GUCT domain is an

atypical member of the RRM fold superfamily.

Functional implications

The RH-II/Gua protein has been well characterized, in

terms of its intriguing bifunctional abilities.1–5 The

DEAD domain and the Helicase_C domain are responsi-

ble for the RNA-unwinding activity, where as the �70

residue C-terminal segment is responsible for the RNA-

foldase activity. However, the region including the GUCT

domain is not necessary for either the helicase or foldase

activity, and the functional role of the GUCT domain

has thus been unclear. Through the present structural

determination, we found that the GUCT domain has the

RRM fold, which is known as an RNA recognition motif.

However, the RH-II/Gub GUCT domain lacks the sur-

face-exposed aromatic residues and basic residues on the

second and third b-strands that are important for RNA

recognition in the canonical RRM domains.37 In addi-
tion, it has a fairly negative electrostatic potential map
on the molecular surface, with a remarkably acidic b-
sheet face [Fig. 4(C)]. A homology model for the RH-II/
Gua GUCT domain, based on the present GUCT
domain structure, presents a similar acidic molecular
surface without the exposed aromatic residues on the b-
sheet (data not shown). These findings suggest that the
RH-II/Gu GUCT domains do not primarily recognize
RNA molecules.

Figure 6
Structural comparison between the ACT domain from aspartokinase

and the human RH-II/Gub GUCT domain. Top panel shows the dimer

of the ACT domain (PDB code: 2HMF chain A, S307-K470).31 The

bottom two panels show two GUCT domain molecules with the

orientations comparable to those of the ACT domains in the top panel.

Side chains of aromatic residues (W, Y, and F) are displayed.
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The theoretical pI values calculated from the sequences
for the human RH-II/Gub DEAD domain, the Helica-
se_C domain, and the C-terminal tail region are 9.0, 9.2,

and 12.0, respectively, while that for the GUCT domain
is 4.8. The same tendency is observed for RH-II/Gua.
Thus, the GUCT domain may interact with basic pro-

Figure 7
Comparison between the RH-II/Gub GUCT domain and the typical RRM domain family members. A: Front view and back view of the GUCT domain

(red, A). Side chains of aromatic residues (Tyr, Phe, and Trp) are displayed. B: Front view and back view of the nucleolin RRM domain (blue; B, PDB

code: 1FJ7).36 Side chains of aromatic residues (Tyr, Phe, and Trp) are displayed. C: Sequence comparison between the present GUCT domain and

arbitrarily selected RRM domain family members from human origin, including the nucleolin RRM domain (NUCL_HUMAN). The sequence of the

GUCT domain was manually aligned against the CLUSTALW9 alignment of the canonical members by the positions of the secondary structures. Cyan

and magenta residues denote those in a-helices and b-sheets, respectively. Key residues in the RNA recognition by the RRM domains are marked with the

plus symbols.
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teins, such as the DEAD domain, the Helicase_C domain,

and/or the C-terminal tail.

We note that the RH-II/Gub GUCT domain has the

characteristic hydrophobic surface around the surface-

exposed tryptophan and W605 [Fig. 8(A)]. Good similar-

ity exists between this characteristic site and the peptide-

binding interface of the RRM domain from the p14 pro-

tein,38 in which the surface-exposed tyrosine, Y36 plays

a key role [Fig. 8(B)]. Therefore, we propose that the

GUCT domain functions in protein binding.

CONCLUSIONS

The GUCT domain was only defined with the charac-

teristic sequence pattern detected by the Pfam HMM

algorithm. In this study, we have determined the solution

structure of the human RH-II/Gub GUCT domain,

which updated the domain boundary definition and

provided some functional implications. The structure

resembles the RRM domain fold, where as the electron

potential distribution of the molecular surface suggests

that the GUCT domain interacts with proteins, rather

than nucleic acids. A potential candidate for its binding

target is the DEAD domain, the Helicase_C domain,

and/or the C-terminal tail of RH-II/Gub. In addition,

the structural determination allowed us to redefine the

domain boundary, which revealed the false positives and

negatives in the sequence search for the GUCT domain

homologues.
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